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"Like a colossal discorded harpt the Amazon
Valley lies at an angle across North Brazil. . .
Thousands of broken strings twist and twine in

chains of rivers, streams, lakes, lagoons. . •
tawny red, bronze, blue, green, brown, white,

black waters, turgid or clear, flowing in geo
metric lines or in voluptuous whorls and curves,
supine or crashing in cataracts and falls. . .
to this world of waters is added another, a

world of trees of every shade of green, of every
height, of every shape, laced together with
lianas and vines, padded about the base with
ferns and creeping plants, chinked with orchids
and other lush parasites. • .everywhere color
delights the eye. . .the cumulative effect is

hypnotic, mesmerizing. . .it is a new land, per
haps the youngest land there is. . ."Green HellH
and "Green Paradise**, the Amazon Vallev has been

called. . .j& la, .§& ££Jm no-UW &aa-

(From "Seven Keys to

razil,H by Vera Kelsey)
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INTRODUCTIOH

The past war and the realization of the part that wood
must play in the coming decade of reconstruction has focused

the attention of many Horth American lumbermen on the Americas
to the South as possible sources in the near future of this

vitally needed raw material*

The greatest single body of

standing timber in South America exists in the Amazon drain

age basin, a forest so dense and varied that it is almost

inconceivable.

As yet, lumbering is not a major industry

of this region* but its timber resources are getting care
ful survey for intended exploitation.

This thesis is designed to answer many questions that
American lumbermen might ask in relation to the Amazon as a

source of supplementary timber supplies.

The material for this thesis was gathered from careful

reading, coupled with two years of extensive travel through
out the Amazon Valley.

During these two years, the author

worked with the Rubber Development Corporation and was able

to witness actual road construction in the jungles and to
talk with Brazilian timberaen, who logged the region of
the Rio Sollmoes.

It is the purpose of this writing to picture for the
reader the enormous breadth of the Amazon Basin, and the

geographic and physical features which give rise to its
vi

tribute the pattern of living, will be discussed.

The

reader should learn what the Jungle of this region is like.

He should become familiar with the still-Infant lumbering
Industry and the wood properties of the more important
species*
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BRAZIL

From Agriculture in the Americas

"The Aiaazon Valley, a world of craters scrolled with
densely forested lands."
Vera Kelsey

*

*

»

*

CHAPTER I

GEOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF BRAZIL AND THE AMAZON VALLEY

AREA

With a total area of 3*305,319 square miles, Brazil is

the sixth largest nation in the world, fourth In the sense
of territory all In one piece.

She thus occupies 1.7 percent

of the world*s surface; 47.8 percent of South America.
BPQ-NPA:IIE3

On the north, French, Dutch, and British Guiana and

Venezuela; on the west, Colombia* Peru, and Bolivia; on the
south, Uruguay, Paraguay, and the Argentine; on the east a
5,000 mile coast line on the Atlantic Ocean.

Except for

Chile and Squador, Irazll haa direct contact with every
country in South America.

Brazil is a network of rivers of which 27,500 miles are

at present navigable.

Of these, the Amazon, with the largest

drainage basin in the world, 2,700,000 square miles, which Is
an area twice the size of the Mississippi Valley, and with its

tributaries, includes almost 6,000 miles of the total navigable
network.

Because of the almost complete lack of railways in

the Amazon Valley, it is the railway, highway, and waterway

Kelsey, Vera, Seven Keys to Brazil. 1940,
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for all traffic.

Many rivers that In less abundantly supplied

countries would be considered beautiful and useful arteries,

in Brazil do not rank at all among the 14 considered top-flight.
The Amazon River Basin la the greatest in the world.

It

comprises an area almost equal to Australia, and is a million

square miles larger than all of Europe, exolusive of Russia.
Its great drainage system empties one-third of the South

American continent and, forming a mighty brown wedge, pen
etrates 150, sometimes 200 miles into the blue Atlantic.

This mighty river has Its modest beginning about 80

miles from the Pacific Ocean in the Cordillera Huayhuash In
Peru.

Various streams from a small group of lakes some

18,500 feet above sea level unite and flow rapidly for about
15 miles into the Lauricochl Lagoon at an elevation of approximate

ly 13,000 feet, and this flows into the beginning of the
Maranon Hlver, the most western tributary of the Amazon. Join
ed by various other tributaries, the river flows through gorges
and rapids in its descent from the Andes.

Then the fall is

gentle and so small is the gradient that in the last 2,000

miles of its flow the river descends only about 35 feet, or an
average of about 0.2 Inch per mile.

In Its lower course, the main stream varies in depth

from 60 to 300 feet, and at its Junction with the Rio Negro,
nearly 1,000 miles from the sea, it is 120 feet deep.

The Amazon Is never at peace.

Six months of the year,
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because of the rainy season, it is rising 40 to 50 feet to
spread over plains and forests in liquid sheets;

six months

following, the level drops, leaving, as it goes, new rivers
slashed through virgin forest and old beds for the forest to
fill.

The untapped resources of the Basin are tremendous,

besides the millions of acres of timber that have scarcely
known ax© or saw, they include a profuse vegetable life that

may yet provide the whole world with raw materials for syn
thetic products and with vast quantities of important drugs,
new sources for rubber, tin, manganese, and other minerals,

and vast savannahs for cattle raising, agricultural activities
and colonization.

Desmond Holbrldge calls it "The Jugular Vein of a Con

tinent"; the early Spanish called it HS1 Mar Dulee"— the
Sweet Sea.

Both are right.

It is a Jugular vein, and func

tionally, it is a Mediterranean Sea.
It has been estimated that one-fifth of all the world's

running fresh water is carried by the Amazon; and at the

time of low water, it pours some 60 billion gallons per hour
into the sea.

It would take twenty Mississippi Rivers to

equal that low water flow, which is vastly exceeded in the
rainy season.
There are some 1,100 known tributaries of the Amazon.

Seven of Its more important tributaries are over 1,000 miles

in length, and. one, the Rio Hadeira, is over 3,000 miles
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from source to mouth.

So great Is this river that one name is not sufficient.

It Is known as the Amazon only along Its lower third.

Below

Hanaus, where the Rio Hegro Joins it, it is the SolAaoes.
The far upper third, wholly in Peru, is called the Maranon*

The soils of the Amazon Valley are sandy in some areas,
in others moderately heavy In texture and quite heavy in

subsoil.

Their renown fertility, which has long been a sub

ject of praise, results from viewing the flourishing vegetation

which extends for thousands of miles.

This fertility of the

Amazon, it is claimed by Brazilians, applies only to the
native and spontaneous vegetation of the forests.

When the

forest is cut down and the soil exposed to the heavy rains of
the wet season, they say all the fertile organic matter dis

appears completely, leaving the soil depleted and subject to
the sterilizing action of the rays of the equatorial sun.

The

light-colored soils developed under this leaching process have
not been able, without the application of manures in some form,

to produce good crop yields for more than a year or two after
being brought under cultivation.

£• P. Hansen has this to

say regarding soil possibilities for food production;

**It is certain that despite the relative pov
erty of Amazonian soils in comparison with those of
our own corn belt, enormous quantities of foodstuffs

can be produced successfully all along the basin's

fringes, on the Andean slopes in the west, in the

il i^lver Valley in the southwest, in the valleys
leading up to the Mat to Grosso iiighlands in the
south and on the Guiana Highlands in the north.
At any rate, In order to assure continued pro
duction from cultivation, it Is necessary to use
fertilizer and to follow scientific methods as

conditions require." (

)

LAND USE IN BRAZIL
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Property holdings of land in the Amazon are exceed

ingly easy to obtain for anyone interested, private proper
ties often being larger in area than some nations.

Leasing

is th* common mod© of exploiting the soil, though this
contributes nothing to local progress.

Mo conditions are

imposed on the renters or on the owners, such as compelling
them to plant annually a definite nuaber of trees to improvs

the land.

Up to the present time, there has been nothing

Hansen, £* jr.. The Amazon. J, 3ew Frontier?. Headline
iSeries $o» 45, March, 1944.

Ojyg,AaerV?<m ffftMfrorfl, Bra^y., telle Affairs

Press, 1945.

HOW BIG IS THE AMAZON
If the Amazon were laid on the U.S. ••••

the basin would cover almost fhe whofe area

If it were /aid between South America and Africa

the part navigable by ocean steamers would span the Atlantic

OCEAK^
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but the most excessive exploitation, without the slightest
regard for conservation of natural resources. (

m

)

uuoi
The Amazon plain is the largest and one of the most

homogeneous natural regions of 3outh America.

Fred A.

Carlson, in his work on the geography of South America sayst
>t

A flood plain extends Irregularly along the
Amazon and its tributaries, known locally as the
varzea.

This alluvial terrain varies in width

from 10 to 100 miles.

It represents about 10 per

cent of the entire area of the Amazon plain, which
totals some 2,000,000 square miles. Broad and dis
connected swamps called paranas border the river
within the flood plain. The surface is further

diversified by channels or sloughs, known as furoy.
The deeper furos usually contain water even during
the low-water stage.

In most places the alluvial

areas are separated from the major streambeds by
well-developed terraces or natural levees. During
floods, much of the varzea is inundated.

The por

tion of the region above the flood waters is called

itSEOk £±EBA*" I

)

As Mr. Carlson points out, and contrary to a common im

pression, the Amazon Valley is not an immense swamp.

True,

the flood plain of the Amazon River is wide over most of its

length, and during the period of the annual rise of water

conditions, the broad flats of the channels are highly un
favorable to anything but an amphibian existence.

ut behind

Netto, F. Ferreira, "Problem of the Amazon"» bcientific Monthly, July and August, 1945.

Carlson, Fred A., aepgraphy, of. Latin America,. 1956.
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there alluvial plains are the upland, plains, which are class
ified into the upper and lower plains. These grounds are well

above the level of yearly inundations.

The lower uplands lie

along the alluvial areas, approximately paralleling the river
basin, while the upper plain occupies the rest of the up
land region.

About 90 percent of the entire Amazon plain is

recognized as terra firma.

Only a small portion of its

surface is permanently covered with water or imperfectly
drained.

There is a great difference between the characteristic

vegetation of the terra firma and of the so-called varzea
lands along the flooded margins of the rivers.

The former

is the ha itat of the hardwoods that are typical of the

higher tropical Jungle.

Large areas of this forest are

quite open and without undergrowth so that it is often possi

ble to move freely through it for long distances.

On the

other hand, the jungle of the flood plain is a tangled mass
of softwood trees, lianas, and impenetrable undergrowth.

"The netvrork of navigable rivors can be considered
a natural advantage for a lumber industry. By this means
raw material from a wider range could be rafted to a saw
mill erected on a permanent site, and the finished pro

duct transported economically.

There is indubitably

"wood to burn" in this vast territory; it3 utilization

as a lumber resource on a more extensive scale awaits
the impetus of the future's inevitable dynamic develop
ments in Brazil."
C. W. Slifko

#

#

#

#

CHAPTER II

MODIFYING FACTORS AFFECTING THE AMAZON VALLEY

TRANSPORTATION

The Amazon River is one of the finest inland water

systems in the world, and a factor of special importance

in transportation.

water-borne.

Nearly all commerce in this area is

Ocean-going steamer up to 6,000 tons go up

the Amazon to Equitos, 2,300 miles from the Atlantic.

Manaus has been boasted by Brazilians as the finest

Inland river port in the world.

Its floating docks, which

rise and fall with the level of the river, are large enough
to accommodate ocean-going freighters with ease.

But aside from this main arterial waterway, there exists

in the state of Para* only 234 miles of railroad tract! and 18
miles of improved dirt road, and in the state of Amazonas,
three miles of railway and 163 miles of improved dirt roads.
According to the 1940 count there were 360 automobiles in

Para* and 140 in use in Amazonas.

Air transportation is increasing.

al

One Brazilian Nation

Airline, Pan-Air do Brazil, operates bi-weekly flights

from Belem at the mouth of the Amazon, to Iquitos.

The

Slefko, C. If., "Commercial Possibilities In Brazil's

Forest Wealth", Foreign Commerce Weekly, April 3, 1943
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Rubber Development Corporation proved the worth of cargo

planes by flying freight and other supplies into many In
accessible areas at low cost and at great time saving.

Many

airports and seaplane landings were built during the war,
and the plane has become an important carrier of passengers
and freights,

CLIMAX
Heat and high humidity prevail with remarkable uniform
ity over the entire Amazon Baslnf although here the climate

is not so oppressive as that of many other areas of the world

In the same latitude.

It is rarely above 93 degrees Fahren

heit In the shade, and Korth Americans go bareheaded on any
day at any time without suffering sunstroke.

In fact, the

mean temperature Is less than that found in the same latitude

la other parts of the world.

At night the average annual

temperature Is 78 degrees Fahrenheit in Selem at the eastern
end of the Amazon, and 72 degrees Fahrenheit in Iquitos.

The

Amazon is a region cooled by anti-trade winds which partially
serve to alleviate the heat.

The long, torrential rains of the East Indies are un

common in the Amazon, and the annual rainfall is generally
lighter.

In the Far Sast, the maximum recording of rainfall

(for the year 1917) was 241 inches, whereas in the Amazon*
the maximum yearly average is only 123 inches.

The majority

of the rain comes during the January to June season, and the

Figure 7 - Transportation Means on the Amazon

An American R.D.C. cargo plane anchored on the Rio Xingut

The author beside a converted Higgins Landing Boat, used by the
Rubber Development Corporation for transportation of personnel.
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drier period from July to December is merely one of less rain.
The atmospheric humidity does have a great influence on

human life, especially during the rainy season.

During this

time the degree of moisture saturation is regularly above
90 percent, and even In the driest periods, it is seldom less
than 70 percent.
It is not because of climatic conditions that the Amazon

has not been developed, but aside from the rain there Is no

important meterological conditions which could influence the

general economy.

The climate will be no serious obstacle

to lumbering in the forests of the Amazon.

m

-

i i

a

Bad sanitation conditions and an inadequate diet have
caused the Amazon Valley inhabitants to be afflicted with

tuberculosis, blood diseases, typhoid, malaria, and other
maladies*

At the onset of the war, th© U. S. Army Sanitation

Engineers made a survey of the Valley to learn th© possibili
ties for scientific control of disease.

As a

result the Serv-

ioo ^special de Saud© Publics, or SESP, as It Is commonly
called, was organized from funds provided by th© United State©
to operate health oenters and provide doctors and nursing
care in the major population centers on all rivers In th©

Amazon Valley.

©fore th© Inauguration of thi© service most

residents depended upon homemade or patent medicines.

Americans who are properly innoculated against contagious

Figure 8 - Unloading Air-borne Cargo

Five of these PBY-type American made airplanes were used by the Rubber
Development Corporatiofa to ferry cargo to many out of the way places throughout
the Amazon Valley. Their usual pay load was five tons.
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diseases, and who exercise proper precaution as to drink

ing water and /rooa diet can live and work here without undue
fear of disease.
-

..;.

..

The Amazon Valley contains only five percent of Brazil*s
people, a large part of whom are concentrated In the two
principal cities, Belera and lianaus.

The total population

numbers 2,475*000.

Freedom from worry about food or inclemency of the
weather has created in the natives a most simple view of

life.

//ithout ambitions and with a few immediate wants, they

limit themselves merely to enough work for maintenance from

day to day, certain that existing conditions will be continuous
and uniform.

The people who live in the junsl©* away from

the principal cities Impressed ff« L. Schurz when he wrote as
follows t

"Th© environment of th© Jungle induces
melancholy and taciturnity in man. Ffc© dark
green walls of the rain forest press closely
on him and he lives in a world of deep shadows
in which the sunlight trickles all too sparing

ly.

Tie heavy, steaming atmosphere; the sense

of futility, and the inadequacy that comes from
the struggle with inexorable forces—floods,
the drenching rains, the matted vegetation—
which dwarf him at every turnj the debilitating
effects of malnutrition, hookworms the inhos-

pitallty of the forest that offers him only
such food as he can kill; the discomforts of a
half acquatlc existence—all these provide a
physical setting for human life. In which near
ly all th© odds are against him who is so bold—
or so hopeless—as to challenge its handicaps.

18

Paople do not sing or laugh In this diabolical
world." (

)

This mode of life, however respectable from the philo

sophical point of view, is not one which favors progress.
A© one frazilIan author put It, it may be, after all, an

Intelligent way of living, fro© from the uncertainties of
the so-called ©upercivilized people who are obliged period
ically to blow each other to blts»

It must be accepted by American businessmen that this

labor will be greatly Inferior when compared to North Ameri
can standards.

This factor is perhaps greater than all th©

others when It comes to limiting the advance of progress In
this region.

Schurz, «*• L., Latin America.

ttetto, F. Ferreira, "The Problem of the Amazon",
Scientific honthlv. July and August, 1945.

"Here is something more than one of the greatest
natural sights in the world. Water, forests, sky. • •
hundred miles after hundred miles, hour after hour. Aa
incredible world destined to an incredible history."
Vera Kelsey

•

*

*

*

CHAPTER III

181 FORESTS OF THE JLHASOM PLAIN

Brazil ranks third among the countries of the world In
extent of forest area.

While the Amazon territory accounts

for this leading position in th© realm of forest resources,

other state© in tie country also have abundant growth.

accompanying raap shows the range.

The

It can be seen that there

are three rather well defined forest belts, as follows*

(1) the southern;

(2) th© Atlantic coastal slop©; and (3)

th© northern, (including th© states drained by the Amazon
River and Its tributaries).

To date most of the commercial

timber exploitation ha© taken place in th©(northern;part of

the country where there are large, pure stands of Parana*
pine.

Statistics ©how that Brazil po©3©s©©s 1,000 million

acres of forest (

), or 13 percent of the world's total,

and Is surpassed only by Russia and the British Empire*
The forests of the Amazon Valley are far different in

character from those in temperate parts of th© world.

Writ

ing descriptively of this country, Carl P* Haaklns states
as follows?

"This Is th© country of the true jungle.
Giant hardwoods stand in serried ranks of

Carlson, Fred A,, Geography of Latin America. 1936.

"Victoria
?I0 DE JANEIRO

FOREST RESOURCES
OF
BRAZIL
UTTTTl HARDWOOD FORESTSOF TROPICAL AND

SUBTROPICAL REGIONS (Predominately
deciduous)

C

M*mimm

'

I "PINE" FOREST (Porono"Pin«")

«••(• t warn** 9t <^c <.* »>»o ocwstic comm*ci

D D 43-14,

From Foreign Commerce Weekly
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uncounted millions, their smooth, leafless stems

stretching straight to th© sky, to support dens©
Interlacing crowns 40 to 200 feet abov©. Tne mass
ive trunks are often elaborately buttressed at th©

basa, the roots forming great, smooth flanges aet
vertically or in oddly twisted positions. Certain
classes of trees form the *second story* of th©
forest, lacing their crown© somewhat below the
level of the giants, whose tops form th© tru© roof

of th© Jungle.

So greedy are they for light that

in th© densest of Amazonian Jungle© the forest

floor Is but dimly lit, and on© walks as if In a
cathedral Illuminated by deeply stained foliagegreen windows. Interspaced among th© hardwood©,
individual palms, or groupings of thea—assai,
pashuiba, miritl, mauaasu, or others of their

stately kind—piercs the forest roof and hold lofty
crowns to th© open sky, supported on tall, slender,
columnar stems.

But th© majority of the Amazonian

palms attain no such heights as th© hardwoods and
must be content with the dimness of th© 'second
story* wher®, in dark gr@©n thickets or in more

open glades, they form one of the most beautiful
feature© of th® lower forest levels.

So greedily does th© forest roof drink in
the intense equatorial sun that the undergrowth
of the forest Is generally so light-starved, scant

and poor that many parts of the Jungle are almost
park-like in character and travel in them 1©
relatively easy. Most of the herbaoeous forms
that are regular Inhabitants of the forest floor
are specialized to their situation and have learn
ed to require much moisture but little light.

>Vild pineapple and small, •ushy hardwoods, odd
and beautifully shaped ferns, and few tree f©rna
that will tolerat© higher temperature than most
and which find the necessary abundance of molstur©
in the deeply Incised smaller water courses, are

all typical 'fill' between the giant trunks of
th© hardwoods. Lianas, too, are present in abundanc©, finding their requisite light among th©
crowns of their hosts, but sending a long pendant

root rope down at Interval© to ks®p connection
with the ground below—a root rope which grows an

astonishing amount each day." (

)

Haakins, Caryl P., JJjg, Amazon. 1943.
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Such is th© character of th© Brazilian Jungle, most un

like the river frontagas, whose dens© living groan wall© say

give th© river traveler a false idea of the luxuriance of the
growth.

With the forest, more than with any other feature of this
region, must man contend.

In the forest are the riches of

the region, and on the control of th© forest any settler
must expend the greater part of his energies.
It Is more than trite to stress the incredible wealth

of plant life along the Amazon, either in abundance of indi
viduals or in types.

Unlike northern forests, their tendency

to develop pure stands of on© forest species is comparatively

slight.

This has an important bearing upon the commercial

exploitability of the woodlands, for in a complex group, in
cluding many types of timber, lumbering operations rarely

yield a rood return.

North Americans, who are quite aware of

the striking differences between the fir and pine forests of
Oregon, the stands of mixed deciduous trees of New England,
or th© mangrove swamps of Florida, only too often dismiss

th© Amazon rain forests as balng all the ©am©, and equally
unpleasant In nature.

This certainly is not true.

Th© tropical rain forest grows only where rainfall is

heavy and temperatures never low.
broad leaf and evergreen.

This type of forest is

The rain forest may look monoton

ous, but in reality it is as diversified as the land itsalf.

23

It is composed of many different species of trees and shrubs,
thousands of species In the square mile, and there are few

places where many of one kind are concentrated.

Borne of

these trees grow to great heights and many smaller species

grow in the shade of the larger trees.

This type of forest

Is not a Jungle, for there is little underbrush on its shaded

floor.

Only where the light can reach the ground, as along

stream banks, on steep mountain slopes, or where clearings
have been made and abandoned, is there a dense growth of

smaller plants and lianas.

The term "Jungle* must be reserved

for such spots of tangled undergrowth.

According to William lb Barbour of the United states
Forest Service, Caribbean Division, the forest types in the

tropics cannot be differentiated by the composition of th©
stands.

This is true because a stand can and does vary wide

ly not only from one region to another, but from one acre to
another.

For this reason, the forests of the tropics are

typed primarily by rainfall and soil condition©,

carbour*©

survey of tropical forest types conducted In 1941 and 1942,
placed two types of forests as existing in the Amazon Valley J
Tne deciduous forests and the rain forests.

(

}

The deciduous forests occur in regions where the annual

Barbour, William 3., "Fore, t Types of Tropical America",
CfrrtfrtaftH Forester,, July, 1942.
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shift of the trad© winds produced by the varying position of
the sun In relation to th© ©arth at different ses3ons, often

aided or accentuated by the trend of mountain ranges, produces
distinct annual wet and dry seasons.

The total amount of rainfall is not a modifying factor
so much as the distribution of rainfall.

Deciduous forest soils vary greatly and as a rule do not
affect the type of forest.

They are sometimes acid, but the

majority are usually neutral or mildly basic in reaction.

The

soils are deep, well-drained, and fertile.
Also characteristic of th© deciduous forest are open to

moderately dense stands of trees.
storied.

It is nearly always one-

There may b© a thick and thorny underbrush, but

vines and creepers are not plentiful,

tense mats of wild

pineapple or other typical ground plants are found.

Oras©

is often abundant and layers of litter and humus are usually
fairly deep.

The tr©©s of the deciduous forest range from 40 feet to
120 feet in height, often attaining very large diameters.

Usually the trunks are not heavily buttressed and show mod©rate taper and good timber form.

However, th© limbs ar©

large and very wide spreading, forming rounded crowns.

The

leaves of most of these trees are wholly or partially decidu
ous during the latter part of th© dry season.
Mr. Barbour definitely statest

**Th© deciduous forests are more in need of
technically directed supervision and conservation

than any others in the tropics. So many people
ar© dependent on them for local supplies of fuel,
farm material©, and lumber.

A crude selection

system ha© been practiced in the past; unfortunate
ly In many cases only a few of th© more valuable
species have been cut, as a result of which the
composition of the forest has deteriorated. The

stands are so mixed, and for so many species no
commercial value has yet been found, that modern

logging is usually prohibitively costly. This
fact reacts against th© Improvement of propsr
silvicultural methods. Laboratory tests to de
termine the characteristics and possible uses of

hundred© of species, protejction against forest
fires, the regulation of shifting agriculture,
reforestation of denuded areas by seeding or

planting, and provisions for natural reg©n®ratlon,
all must b© included In any far-sighted policy for
handling these deciduous forests." (

)

rhe other typo of Amazonian forest la the rain forest,

or more descriptively, "tropical broadleaved evergreen for

ests".

Ihey occupy regions which enjoy an abundant and all

year-round rainfall.

As a consequence, growth is continu

ous and th© tree© ar© always in full leaf.

The ©oils of th® rain forest regions vary from sand or
sandy loam.

In the more level and low-lying area©, th©

majority ar© poorly aorated because th©y are ov©rlald with

an impervious hard pan.

Th© ©oils are usually acid.

Th© rain forest© ar© characterized by extreme denseness of growth, and the stands of timber are composed of

Barbour, William 3., "Forest Types of Tropical America*,
Pftrlbbejfl Forep^r. July, 1942.
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several stories through which only very dim and diffused

light can reach th© forest floor.

lb* underbrush is so

thick as to be almost Impenetrable*

From almost ©very tree

hang Innumerable lianas, vines and other creepers.

As could

b© expected th© humus Is very d©ep and springy, but there Is

a scarcity of ground cover.

The trees vary greatly in dia

meter, measuring from 24 inches to a siz© more than ten feet,
and frequently reach heights of a hundred and fifty feet.

Th© root systems ar© strongly developed tut ar© shallow in
depth.

The trunks, or boles, are heavily buttressed, some

times to heights exceeding 15 feat*

Above this buttress of

spreading roots, th© trunks ar© long end clear with little
taper*

Continuing his eloquent description of the e forests,
Mr. Hasklns ©aysi

"There Is probably no region In th© world
wher® plant life flourishes in such overwhelming
masses. Thar© Is no place wher© th© competition
among species is more fiercely or mors relent

lessly waged in the long, sil©nt, protracted
struggle of leaf against leaf, root against root,
for th© sunlight and the air, and the soil and the

ground water which spell life or death for the
contestants,

selection 1© keen, and the shift

In plant population® of th© land may b© lightninglike*

Members of a competitive association in

a temporary ©clips© will Instantly assert them
selves If given th© slightest opportunity.
Sever Is a'forest clearing made, or a glad© cut,
that does not In a few months show a complete

ly altered flora, and Incidentally, a fauna
completely altered, too*;! ( )

Hasklns, Caryl P., Th© Amazon, 1943<

2?

The Amazon forests differ remarkably from those of

Africa in that thay do not harbor a population of larga
animals,

."onkays, snakes. Insects, and birds live in th©

treetopsj sometimes tapirs can be found coming to the water
to drink; and in th© rivers are many kinds of fish and
turtles.

ut, on th© whole, the Amazon region is notably

deficient In large land animals*

"Others who have tried, for many years, come to
this vital conclusion. That the future of Amazonia lies
in the exploitation of the forest itself, not in cutting
it down. Rubber, woods, nuts, vegetable oils, chemicals—
these are the riches of the Amazon Basin."
Sharp©

#

»

*

»

CHAPTER IV

i umm twoQMdm in m& amazon valley

From the foregoing pages It may be concluded that lit*
zll's timber resources ar© ©xtenslve and varied.

But In

spit© of th© vast extent of these forests, her timbering

industry accounts for only a small percent of the world'©
production of sawn lumber.
Th© natural wild wealth of the Amazon forest© can pro

duce th© greatest varlaty of lumber Imaginable.

It would

range from the softest and lightest balsa to the hardest
"axe-breaking" precious woods that sink on being immersed
In water,

oome

razillan hardwoods are so resistant that

railway ties commonly serve for a goon many years In damp
places without replacement.

Certain varieties ar© so hard

that special machinery la required to cut them.

And In ad

dition, there are quantities of all these varieties ©o that

a large wood and lumber Industry is possible.

let, this has

not come Into existence for a number of reasons.

To th© professional lumberman with North American
standards, this embarrassment of forest riche© is a draw

back, sine© these great forest© contain no groves of any

particular kind of tree.

Instead, there is an almost end-

Shupe, H. if., South America. Uncensored, 1945.

le©e variety of trees of literally hundreds of species, so
mlx©d and so scattered that considerable distances often

intervene between two specimens of th© ©am© kind.

Also the

tropical rain forests, which comprise th© bulk of th© forested
area in th© Amazon, ar© rich only in hardwoods and ar© lacking
in softwoods that ar© in general demand for construction and
Industrial uses.

The forest wealth of Brazil is being ©teadily developed.

It provides most of the wood needed in th© country for con
struction, railroad ties, and other purposes, as well as Im
portant secondary forest product©, such as wax, oils, rubber,
nuts, tannin, and fibers.

In fact, the commodities which

are extracted or derived from trees have greater commercial

value than those mechanically converted.

Extensive domestic

markets for lumber, which ar© necessary to sustain a large

scale logging and sawmill industry, have not as yet developed,

principally because of the greater us© of other materials In
housing construction.

Thia is due in part to the fact that transportation is a

serious and expensive problem and timbering a tlme-consuaing

and difficult operation, sine© a lumberman in search of enough

logs to make up a shipment of certain hardwoods may have to

cut over a large section of the forest.

The construction of

road© a© part of a systematic development program would, how
ever, go far toward solving transportation

problem©♦
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It is altogether possible that th© greatest natural
resource of th© Amazon region in th© future will b© timber.
Utilization of th© forests as a lumber source is now In its

initial stage.

Sawmills have been erected in several com

munities but domestic lumber consumption has not reached

sufficient proportion to Justify th© establishment of an ex
tensive manufacturing Industry.

A number of serious problem©

remain to be solved before lumbering can b© sad© profitable.

{1}

flies© woods ar© largely unknown in world markets,

and their excellent properties ar© not keenly appreciated.

A user knows what h© Is getting when he purchases fir or oak
or pin®,

aducatlonal propaganda will b® ne@6e& to create

a market for thes© unknown tropical woods*

(2)

Th® fact that the forests ar© widely diversified*

with not many trees of a particular kind immediately avail*
able, creates another problem*

Th@r© will b© difficulty in

filling large orders for a particular kind of lumber and to
dispose of many small lots of different kinds is not a simple
business problem.

(3)

There are logging problems.

Topping and clearing

and felling in th© midst of a dans© Jungle of matted vines
are vastly more complicated than the same process©© in an
open forest.

(4)

Transportation costs are high.

Heavy timber that

will not float must either b© taken out on barges or floated
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out on rafts constructed of lighter wood*

Unl©ss the logging

is done on accessible waterways, It is difficult without

machinery to bring th© logs through th© dens© forest to th©
stream.

Then, too, transportation down the many mile© of

river and by ocean to th© consumer's market is a long voyage,
correspondingly expensive*

(5)

One of th© great problems Is that of labor.

Native

help in th© tropics Is notoriously Inferior to American help
in th© forests of this country.

And yet American labor could

hardly be ©xported to th© Amazon region, and almost certainly
would not b© long efficient In th© constant tropical heat.
Th© best that seems possible 1© the selection of American

foremen whose outstanding determination permits them to work

effectively and get th© best service possible from native
help*

Up to now, logging operations have touched only the fringe
of th® great Amazon forests, in consequence of the above
mentioned items*

Th© Ford Company, whose rubber tr©© plan

tation is located at Bo© Viet© on th© Rio Tapajoz, Installed

a sawmill as permanent part of their long-rang© rubber pro

gram.

This forestry project Included timber felling, log

hauling by standard-gaug® railroad, and lumber production.
Both sawmill and logging railway are similar to Ford Company
installations in northern Michigan.

And strangely ©nough,

some of the circumstances surrounding lumber operations in
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the Tapajoz rain forests are like those in the Michigan hard
wood forests.

In both cases the stand consists of the broad-

leafed hardwood trees about 100 feet In height and two or

three feet in diameter, their trunks fairly straight and
free of branches and their crowns forming a shade beneath

which undergrowth Is not very dense.

The one striking con

trast, the fact that th© trees of the Tapajoz keep their

leaves and grow throu hout the year as compared to the Michi

gan deciduous trees, Is not Important In railroad logging.
The differences discussed before are more significant; the

mixture in th© rain forest contains more species, a hundred

In place of a half dozen, with a much greater variety of
timber qualities; in the rain forest, on the average, the
wood is a llttl© harder, the trees a little larger, and the

undergrowth a little denser tian in Michigan.

Moreover, the

terrain in the vicinity of Boa Vista Is much more rugged than
Is commonly the case in Michigan forests.
Hobert 3. Piatt, writing of the Ford Company operation,
had this to sayi

"The lumbering enterprise on the Tapajoz was
undertaken with knowledge of th© circumstances and

significant differences*

However, it was well-nigh

Impossible to evaluat© all th© differences. Timber
was cut, transported to th© mill, sawed into lumber,
and graced. Bat costs were relatively high; th©

bewildering assortment of peculiar woods was largely
unfamiliar to the lumber trade; and the quantity of
each kind was too small to be effectively introduced

in foreign markets, particularly as a new product In
depression years. Therefore, after a period of

Figure 10 - Brazilian Jungle Sawmill

This crude French-made circular sawmill uses a steam engine as a power

supply to rotate the cutting saw. Note the height of smokestack and the size of
the log on the carriage. This type sawmill, though widely used throughout the
Amazon, is very inefficient.
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activity in which slocks of lumber were accuimilated
and some shipments were made, the sawmill closed down.
ven if it doe© not operate again, it represent© an

experiment of some value."

(

)

In th© year© before the war, th© forests of th© western

hemisphere have supplied 40 to 50 percent of the timber used
in the world for all purposes.

They hav® supplied 50 to 60

percent of all timber other than fir wood,

accepting fire

wood, the western hemisphere countries, In the aggregate,

have also consumed, more timber than the rest of the world. ( )
Of the total pre-war western hemisphere production, 95

percent was out in the nlted States and Canada, (

), which

have only a out two million square miles, or 37 percent of
forest land.

The countries south of th© Rio tfrande, with

63 percent fo forest land, produced only three to five per
cent of the timber.

The timber consumption of the Latin

Aaerican Republics is, of course, very small in comparison
with the United state© or Canada.

Despite the large area of forest land and the low rate
of timber consumption, the southern republics have depended
on the United States and Canada, and to a minor extent, on

Piatt, uobert 3., Latin Amerifia, — Cpynvrya^dfi m&
United

.egions. '»ew York, Whlttlesley House, 1943-

Forsling, C. D., "Th© Future of the Forests", Agri
culture in. t&£ America©. January, 1943Ibid.,
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northern Europe, for part of th© timber that they used.
There are several reasons for this turn to a foreign supply*

Th© Europeans who settled in South America were accustomed to
pine, spruce, and slrasliar softwood construction timbers that
grow In only a few places in the tropica*

The great diversity

of tree species, mostly hardwoods, many of them difficult to
work or season, and generally unknown as a^ physical proper

ties, were not readily accepted by the Immigrants.

There were

a few exception©, of course, like mahogany and Spanish cedar.

The cost of getting out local timber was high in most places
due to the character of the forests and the small demand,

which made large scale operations and heavy woods machinery

impractical*

Supplies of imported softwoods were abundant

and could be delivered cheaply by ocean freight to the coast
al areas where the cities and industries of Brazil are ao

largely concentrated, whereas Amazonian hardwoods were scarce
and costly*
But there is reason to believe that the postwar demand

for wood will be large, not only in South Aaerlea, but all over
the world.

;.v©n in the United States the consumption of wood

may well be expected to b© larger than it was during the decade
before the war.

It seems reasonable to expect, therefore, that the coun

tries of Southern and Central America aiay have the opportunity,
now that the war is over, to develop a large export trad© in
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timber—both speclal-purpos© woods and timber for construction

and general uses.

Many of these countries have abundant sup

plies ef suitable timber, but obviously th© general-purpose
timber can not be sold at as high prices as precious and
special woods hitherto exported.

Conversely, fairly larg© and continuous demand, coupled
with home markets, should aak© it possible to produc© tltaber

from tropical forests at considerable lower cost than it was

In the past.

Only then can logging and milling enterprises

be organized with modern equipment, efficient transportation
lines, and low per thousand cost.

The Caterpillar bulldozer

tractor was introduced in th© Amazon forests by Americans
during the past war, and proved Itself to be th© mechanical

means of Jungle clearing.

Ho Job was too difficult for an

HD8 type crawler tractor to perform, and in actual experiments,
wide Jungle trails were cleared In all types of Jungle growth

faster than on© aaile per day.

Portable Aa©rlcan sawmills,

dependent upon diesel powor, wer© used s cceasfully to cut

form lumber an« beasts and Joists in "on th® spot" milling
locations near construction camps.

It aust be admitted that

during, the period, of th© heavier rains, the actual work of

tractors running continually over the same ground was stopped
by mud.

Th© expected postwar demand for wood, If it can he met

by mechanical equipment for volume production In the Amazon,
will hav© to ©sabrac© th© kinds of timber that make up the
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bulk of the stand instead of only a few scarce kinds, like

mahogany, for example.

Large areas will have to be worked

over to maintain continuous operations.

lime and experienced

Brazilian woodsmen will be required to hunt out trees to be

cut, and trained American forestry engineers will have to

plan out logging methods.

The overhead costs of constructing

and maintaining forest transportation systems—truck trails,
roads, logging railroads, or improved waterways, will than
be no more than Is usual for similar logging operations in

the Northwest.

If the bulk of the species of timber in the

stand can b© taken, the cost per mile of transportation

systems can be spread over a much larger volume of timber
and over a longer period of operation.

The long distance from Amazon forests to American or

European customers will not in itself result in prohibitory
costs for the better class of timber for ordinary uses*
Lumber from Amazon forests can take an important place in

the world markets, provided it can be extracted ©conomically
and marketed systematically.

"If lumbering interests could be closely
associated with colonization projects, so that

the ground could be entirely cleared and then
replanted to agricultural uses—either pasturage
or field crops, rubber, fruits, or nuts, or groves

of a single species of timber woods—It would b©
an economy. Hitherto, such correlation has never
been practiced. These lands are generally con
sidered either too moist or too hot for health
ful residence. It is probable that they could
be neither if proper precautions were taken.

Figure 11 - Trail Breaking with RD8 Caterpillar
'fC
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These questions about lumber have been

raised bQcause they are similar to the problems
a North America capitalist would have to meet

were he to invest in any Amazon region project.
There are n;ood Investments to be made, with
real profits, but the risks are great—in lumber

as wail as in every other field—and therefore no
one is really Justified in engaging in the venture
unless he can afford to lose the sum he is willing
to risk. Every year enterprises financed by limit
ed foreign capital become bankrupt. Only very
large resources in capital and in management can

guarantee successful outcomes*" (

)

Certain steps can b© taken to establish and enlarge

th© foreign markets for Amazonian timbers, particularly
those that ar© not now widely utilized*

A© most of these

woods occur in countries other than urazll, international

cooperation in all of these matters Is highly desirad.

To

facilitate marketing the woods, it will be necessary to
standardize names, grades, and methods of measurement of th©
various kinds of logs, timbers, and sawed lumber.

A well

planned and well financed campaign of advertising will also
be helpful.

It is Important that exploitation be planned so

as to yield a sustained output, to assure regular supplies
for the world market.

A well-organized central marketing

agency in each Importing country would contribute much to
ward developing and holding markets In foreign countries.
There is also a lack of accurate and dependabl© knowledge of

Piatt, Robert S., Latln, America — Countryside s^nd,
United rte-lona. New York, Whittlesley House, 1945*
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the technical qualities and uses of these woods.
Some indication of how future enterprises may operate

is found in th© very modern milling and lumbering operations
of the Astoria Lumber Company, now marketing mahogany and

cedar from th© region around Iqultos, Peru and Manaus, Brazil.
This is one of th© largest foreign-owned lumber mills In
South America, with a capacity of 20,000 board feet a day.

This company Is now replanting mahogany saplings on areas
that have been cut over.

Tftb?,ft 1

Sawmills 1 y States and by Size of Mill, 1940*

State

Small

Para*

&edj&l

iKR

2

Amazonas

-

-

hot, xjpapinofl

lotol.

10

1

12

6

,7..,..
Total -

19

The Astoria Company has In Its employ as Chief forester,
Frederick H. Vogel, a graduate of the School of forestry bere

at Oregon State College.

Mr. vbgel*s major concern at the

present writing is location of new areas of timber on th©
Peruvian side of the Rio Javari, a tributary of th© Rio Amazon,

Sine© Kr, Vogel has been working only from October, 1945, for
this company, It serves to indicate that foreign capitalized

*From the series of Reports on th© American Republics,

Agriculture. Pastoral. §£& ffpresfc Induaftrfre© la -TflliUt
U. 3. Tariff Commission*

Figure 12 - Jungle Clearing with RD8 Caterpillar

American Bulldozer and Brazilian operator teamed to lick the

jungle. Even the largest trees are no match for this machine.
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lumber operations are more concerned than before about
logging plans in th© forests of the Amazon.
"The Brazilian government grants concessions

of land to anyone who wishes to develop the industry.
#hat Is most needed Is machinery, such as steam

yarders and readers, with plenty of cable and haulback, chokers, bull and snatch blocks, to make a
success of the business. Logging machinery utiliz

ing gasoline as fuel would not be practicable as
gasoline is too expensive, and the coat of transpor
tation into the Interior would make it prohibitive.

Steam donkeys would be the only method wblch could
be used profitably at the present time.

Trie cost of launching such a proposition in
Brazil with the importation of the necessary ma

chinery would entail the investment of about
#250,000." (
)
A warning to foreign companies interested in exploiting

Th© Amazon forests was voiced In 19*2 by Professor Samuel J.
Record, deceased, of the Yale School of Forestry, when he

spok© to the Society of American Foresters meeting in Jackson*
ville Florida*

He saids

rtA good deal of money has been lost by private
individuals and companies in sporadic efforts to intro
duce th© South American market.

To promote a real and

lasting development of trad© possibilities in this
field, a good deal of research on tropical woods is
needed and now seems to be the appropriate time to

mdertake a research program on a comprehensive PanAmerican basis." (
)

Hagebock, F. 8*, "Lumbering in the Amazon Valley",
j&£ Tlmberman. August, 1935.
Record, damuel J., "Tropical American limber Resources

Ar© Immense", Science, ^ews Letter. January 24, 1942.

"When the world assumed the obligation of construct-

tm the palace of peace at the Hague, the principal na
tions helped with contributions from their natural re
sources. Brazil offered its precious timber."

8

Brazilian Yearbook

a
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CilAPTER V

IMPORTANT BRAZILIAN LUHBSR TRi££S

No other country In the world possesses such excellent,
beautiful, and resistant species of trees as does Brazil.
They constitute magnificent material for general construc
tion work and shipbuilding, with grains whloh permit some
of the most unique and beautiful combinations that have ever
been arranged, and with a natural resistance to Insect and

other action.

Unfortunately, as has been pointed out on the

preceding pages, little is known of their qualities or of
the uses to which they can be put.

Brazil's timber resources are as yet relatively un
touched.

While numerous kinds of trees are felled and market'

ed every year, both for domestic use and for export, the

immensity

of the country and the thickness of the forests

will prevent any early or rapid depletion.
It would be futile to attempt to describe all known
varieties of Brazilian hardwoods—hence the woods enumorsted

en the following pages are some of the best known and most

widely used kinds.

Some of the technical data on these woods

was taken from the publications of Professor Samuel J. Record
and of Dr. Paul Le Colnte, former director of the Commercial

Figure 13 - Forest Giant of the Amazon

An Angelim tree photographed in the Rio Madeira

Valley. This tree is over ten feet in diameter and
150 feet in height. Note for comparison the truck
in the tractor trail.
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Museum of Para1, and was compiled by Dr* Adolpho Ducke. (
(1)

Acapu

(VaMoajxma, ftWi9£r,fl)»

)

A rather tall hut

slender tree whose bole seldom attains a diameter of a foot
and a half.

It is said to occur in Its best development in

the eastern territory of the state of Para**
grow only in the up-land rain forests.

The trees

The heartwood ie

dark brown with permanent pencil striping of lighter brownj

hard and heavy, (specific gravity, 0.67-91), it is very strong,
incorrigible, not attacked by insects.

It is highly prized

for shipbuilding and mosaic flooring*

(2)

Aguano (Swletenla^ macroohvlla). fh© wood is tru©

mahogany of the best quality and is a giant tree being some
times 150 to 200 feet In height, with a straight syllndrlcal
trunk often 6 feet or more in diameter above the heavy buttress*
es.

It occurs on th© fertile ©oil in the upland rain forest

of the western and southwestern parts of the Amazons and In

Uie Acre territory, and the basin of the Rio Jurua*•
(3)

Andlroba (j&ESaft ffl4men,al9)« A larg© tree with a

straight and robust bole, occuring throughout the whol©

valley from th© foot of the Andes to the vicinity of th©
Atlantic coast of Para'.

It is very common in th© state of

Para* and frequent also In the state of Amazonas, always In

marshy or particularly overflowed forests.

Ducke, Adolpho, "The i<k>st Important Woods of th© Amazon
Valleyn, Tropical Woods. June 1, 1943*
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Th© wood is rather hard and compact, (specific gravity,
0.60-0.75) of a uniform reddish brown.

It Is sometimes sold

as a substitute for mahogany, to which it is inferior In
luster.

It Is good for Joinery and is resistant to insects,

but is of relatively restricted use, especially at Para1 where
the exportation of Andlroba timber is forcidden because of the

usefulness of the oil yielding seeds of th© trees.

To frustrate

the restrictions of Para', th© timber is sometimes exported
under the nam® of A oridan.

(4)

Angelim (Hvmenolobulm excelsum)* The common Angelia

is the {tiant tree of the upland forest of the state of Para*
and the eastern part of th© stats of Amazonas*

Tie hardwood,

which is yellow-brown with darker fiber layers and lighter
bands and stripes, I& excellent for turnery.

Owing to the

limited quantity available, it Is exported only in small amounts.

(4a)

Angelim kajaao (Jltheooloi lum raceaosum). It is

a rather small to medium sized tree, always with a slender
stem, of infrequent occurrence in the drier places of the

upland rain forest in the state of Para* and. the esetern half
of the state of Amazonas.

The wood is pale yellow brown with

irregular black stripes that are very conspicuous and character

istic.

It is hard and heavy, (specific gravity, 1.0-1.15),

resistant and durable, and makes beautiful cabinet work.

(5)

Cedro (Cedrella odorata).

Amazonian Cedro occurs

chiefly In the forests of the overflowed lowlands, along
rivers and white water, less frequently on th© swampy loam
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of the uplands*

One important source of exploitation is on

the islands of the great Amazon delta, but most of the logs
come from th© southern tributaries of the upper Amazon and

from the Rio Madeira, where they are rafted to the sawmill©
at Manaos.

Cedro Is th© most important of all the timbers

of th© local trad© of th© Amazon and It is also exported to

Europe and the United States as Spanish Cedar.

In general, the Brazilian cedar varies from 45 to 65
feet in height with a diameter of about 3 feet.

All varieties

take a brilliant polish, (specific gravity, 0.580), and it is
used in boat building, furniture, sash and door work, Venetian
blinds, and cigar boxes.

(6)

Cumaru1 (Coumarouna odorata).

This is a rather

large tree in the drier parts of th© upland forest of th©
eastern half of th® state of Amazonas.

Its yellow-brown wood

is on© of the hardest of th© region, very heavy, (specific

gravity, 1.10-1.20), difficult to work, and little used
despite Ita resistance and durability,

rh© tree is better

esteemed for its fragrant seeds, (Tonka b©ans), wnlch provide
at present on© of the most important forest products exported
from Para1 and Amazonas.

(7)

Cupulba (Qouola glabra). This is a medium to very

large upland forest tree of th© whole valley,

its lumber is

cut in all the eastern parts of th© state of Para* and is the
most popular of the secondary timbers.

The tree is less
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frequent in th© state of Amazonas.

Th© reddish-brown wood

is of medium weight and hsrdn©ss and easy to work.

It Is

good for cheap construction, but when old and dry is often
attacked by termites.

(8)

Freijo (Cordjj sso.ldjfflfiK •%!•

tree, which some

times attains large dimensions, grows In the upland forest

in th© eastern part of the state of Para* and in the Tocanti©
and Xingu' basins.

Its yellowlsh-trown, moderataly heavy,

rather strong wood was formerly exported in considerable
quantities, but is no longer on the market.

(9)

Itauba (Silvia itauba)* This upland forest tree grows

In western Para* and ©astern Amazonas, and Is very frequent In
some localities of the Tapajoz and I'rombetas valleys.

The

wood la yellow-brown when freshly cut, but soon becomes much
darker.

Itn wood, lighter In weight and color, is known as

Itauba amarello; that heavier and darker wood, Itauba preta.

Though often heavy, (specific gravity, up to 0.93), It is of
medium hardness and easy to work.

It is very resistant to

decay and insects, and is a first class timber for wooden
ship construction and for all sorts of carpentry work.

(10)

Jacaranda, or Jacaranda do Para* (Dalberala

spruceana,) • A small to medium-sized tree of the upland forest
in such parts of the Amazon as have a well-defined dry season.
There are three varieties, called yellow, brown and black.
The wood varies from a dark brown to a near Hack, with light-
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er colored streaks.

One of the most beautiful and resist

ant woods known to man, Brazilian rosewood is highly prized

by makers of d© lux© furniture.
pianos are aade of rosewood*

The famous French "pallssaadre*

The wood Is dark brown with fine

stripes of violet or nearly black color and is very hard and

heavy, (specific gravity, 1.10).
(11)

Jarana (Holopvxldlua larana).

A tree that grow©

throughout the state of Para', being fairly common along th©
lower Rio Tapajoz.

The lu&iber, which is reddish brown, hard,

rather heavy, (specific gravity* »85), and durable, is con
sidered excellent for carpentry, railway cross ties and the
like*

(12)

Lour© (Lauraceae lourous). A tree that supplies

many timbers of local Importance, but is not yet classifiable
in commercial sorts for the export trade*

(13)

wacacauba Qiavtyalselua ftr©BA,flttft> * 'miB ls a

medium-sized tree, the wood of Which is rather pale red-brown

with lighter and darker veining.

It is hard and heavy (spe

cific gravity, 1.0), highly durable, and easy to work.

Commands

a high price for cabinet work, chiefly In Iocs! industry,

though there are some exports of it from Para*•
(14)

.4arupa* (3inaruba ot>aea). This tree varies In size

frost medium to large, and supplies the only soft tlrfDer of
commercial value In th® Para' region, being highly esteemed
because Its bitterness makes It resistant to insect attack©.
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It is yellowish white, light in weight, (specific gravity,
•40-50), tut firm and make3 a good substitute for pine.

(15)

Massaranduba (Mlmusors huberl)# Thi© tr«© attains

a very large alz© and grows In the upland rain forest of

th© ©astern half of th© Amazon valley, from Para* to th©
basins of th© Rio Madiera and the Rio Megro.

The wood Is

deep red-brown, homogenous, very hard and even, (specific
gravity over 1.0), yery strong and highly "urshle.

It Is

good for carpentry, but Its principal us© is for railway

cross ties and bridge timbers*

The latex of tils tree yields

a very inferior grade of balata, the American gutta-percha*

(16)

Matamata (Eachwallera odors,) * Another rather

large tree of the upland rain forest of the Amazon valley.

Its red-brown wood is hard and heavy, (specific gravity, 1.15),
and highly resistant to Insects and decay.

It Is good for

railway ties and carpentry, and Is in general us© throughout
the whole region, but is not exported.

(17)

Pau Amarollo or Pau aetim (toylpphpra, Paragns*»&)»

This large and beautiful tre© occurs In the upland rain forest

in a ration which extends from the vicinity of the eastern
coast of Para* to the l©se accessible localities of th©
Toeantlne valley*

Th© wood is a uniform bright yellow color, of medium

hardness and density, (specific gravity, 0*81),
as satin.

ut smooth

It is obtainable In very large planks and is
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adaptabl© for furnitur© and cabinet work, although Its
principal us© Is for the beautiful mosaic floors mad© of

alternate squares of Pau Amarello and Acapu' which are so
characteristic of the houses of iara*.

(18)

Pau tiulato or Pau Marfirm (q«lY9ophvUVffl aprM99fflBffl»)

This beautiful tr©e, which sometimes reaches large dimensions,

is one of the most conspicuous trees of the varzea; forests
along the whole course of the Amazon i^lver*

In the southwest

ern part of the ©tat© of Amazonas It grows sometimes in nearly
pure stands.

1'he light brown wood is rather hard and heavy, (specific
gravity 0.85), of fine and uniform texture.

It is considered

a good fuel wood and Is not used much In construction because

it acquires a dirty color and I© attacked by Insects*

(19)

Pau Roxo or Violet© (Peltogyn© denslflora)•

Thi©

species grows widespread over most of Brazil but it la small

or medium-sized.

Th© species of the upland forests have tall,

syllndrical boles, well-suited for lumber, but are too
scattered to be of much economic importance.

This tr©e, called Purpleheart In th© ©xport trad©, i©

dull brown In color when first cut, but soon acquires a mag
nificent purple color on exposure to the air.

It Is hard and

heavy, (specific gravity, 1.00), and is easy to work, being
used for cabinet work and Joinery.

(20)

Fraeuuba (Hora oaraensis). This is perhaps th©
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most common of th© very large trees of th© varies forest©

along many of the rlvors which drain Into th© mouths of th©
Amazon.

It has b©en neglected In commerce mainly because

of the difficulty In foiling such large trees in Jungle

growth.

Th© wood 1© light to dark reddish-brown, rather

hard and heavy, (specific gravity, 0.63-0,96).

It Is used

widely In carpentry and for strong construction.

(21)

aapuplra or Sucuplra (bowdlcb^a nltlda)*

These

ar© medium sized trees with a hard and heavy deep chocolatebrown beartwood which ressmtles Acapu, hut Is courser textur

ed and much more difficult to work*

It la used extensively

for ©hip construction and railway cross ties, and is cut Into
lumber In the sawmills In Para1*

(22)

Tauary (Carinlana micrantha)* This is one of th©

giant trees of the upland rain forest of th© ©tat© of Amazonas,
and is of frequent occurrance.

Little is known of its qualities

but it bears some resemblance to Spanish Cedar, is easy to

work, and offers good opportunities for commerce in th© future.

APTER VI

SUMMARY

AT OP THE AMAZ0H*3 FUTURS?

"The development of this mighty area is a
challenge to the creative spirit of both North
and South America; it calls for long-term plan

ning, full use of modern scientific techniques,
and a cooperative program that will completely
eliminate the evils of the imperialism that nave

so tragically frustrated progress in South
America.H (

)
#

*

#

#

Many men hav© traveled the limits of the Amazon, explor
ing its possibilities for the future generations.

Their writ

ings and books, if laid ©nd to end would bridge the 200 mil©

mouth of the Amazon.

They all agree in the main that irazil*©

great diversity of resources in the Amazon Valley and else
where would appear to make her ultimate economic destiny
most promising.

As W* L* Shurz states 8

"her natural wealth is so vast that all the

Impediments to its development inherent in the
present state of Brazilian affairs cannot prevent

for long the inevitable progress of the national
economy." (
)
However, most authorities on Brail are In accord to

Hansen, E. P., "Jugular Vein of a Continent", Jray©!*
July, 1941*

Shurz, tf. U, Latin America. 1941.
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the fact that the scarcity of labor ha© been Amazonia*©
historical bottleneck and liability.

The climate of th©

valley has be©n unduly maligned! its widespread diseases
could be, as m the Far East, quarantined.

v,heap transportation

can be organized, resources can be cultivated and regimented*

Sidney Zink, of the U. 3. Department of Commerce has declared
that:

"It is not climate, disease, lack of trans

portation, or lack of potentially valuable re
sources which has kept the Amazon Valley a great

unproductive zone of Jungles, rivers, and savannahs.
?he Jungle never gives way to man—unless there
are enough men to cope with it. Imperatively re
quired Is great and constantly vigilant manpower
to regiment the Amazon. The Far £ast has had

this manpower as a native asset*** (

)

The Amazon, then, can never match the productivity of

the economic assets of Java or Ceylon until It has a popula

tion equal and similar to the populations of those countrle©*

Th© k©y to success of any modarn and better civil

izing effort for the Amazon will be the material resources
of machinery, capital and labor and the drive of interest
which is put bohlnd these*

Caryl P. Raskins has said that*

"If the Amazon Is to be attacked, it must b©

assailed swiftly and in fore© and simultaneously^
at many points, even as modern warfare is waged*" (
The naarest approach to a simultaneous attack against

Zink, kidney, "The Amazon Valley—Its .conomic Assets
and Liabilities", Foreign Coppqrej .^ekjy,, August 29, 1942.
Hasklns, Caryl P*, The Amazon. 1943*

)
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the resources of th© Amazon was waged during th© war by th©

Rubber Development Corporation, a United States government

agency, which raced against time in an effort to bring about
an increased production of wild rubber.

Tils corporation,

in a thre© year spending spree of ten million dollars, gave
the Amazon a stimulus which It has not experienced aince the

days previous to the collapse of the Brazilian rubber market,

and it scarcely ruffled the edges of the Jungle* The point is,
no private company can follow the example of the Hubber Develop
ment Corporation because there seldom has been, within any

one group of ment sufficient power to surmount the handicaps
and plentiful material resource© to commence logging operations

on a profitable long-time basis,

i^oadways, sanitation, and

a provision of facilities "or agriculture and forestry on a

wid© seal©, th© introduction of colonists, th© devising of
adequate methods of harvesting th© land, must all be under
taken to

r over fajteh of the vast region of the flood plain.

^ore any of the abov© con be undertaken, the appropriate

adjustments will have to be mad© with foreign markets to in
sure a demand of th© products which will be harvested or culti

vated at price levels sufficiently high to make the whole effort

©conomically worthwhile.

In short, foreign capital which cares

to extract the timbers of th© Amazon Valley must also be pre

pared uo finance a community of its own building where other
related Industries can be carried on.

th* products of all
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thes© industries can then be offered to the world.

The whole problem la gigantic, beyond the imagination
of man.

C

P. Hasklns saysi

"Perhaps It Is an effort, the taagnltude of
which the 20th Century alone of all the centuries
of human development can comprehend. Perhaps
the resources of the 20th Century In man and
minds and materials are not enough. . .perhaps

again the pressing demands of universal defense
may require Just such a material conquest, and so
bring It about a hundred years earlier than it
could otherwise hav© occurred.

clouded future can show*" (

This, only a

)

The requirements which mankind may lay upon the valley,
however, and the degree to which it can be humanly exploited,
will depend to a very considerable extent on factors, largely

political and economic, which will operate outside th© valley
proper.

A world need for raw material will be the spur by

whieh the Amazon may be developed.

Many men bellev® that

plans of hemisphere defense, in a universe of mistrust and
mounting peril, will make increasing use of the forests of
razil and th© navlga' le waterway at its center.

It has been

truthfully said that the Amazon Valley may exert an effect

far beyond Its geographic province in Its Influence upon
the human relations of the globe.

aasklns, C. P., T&e. Amazon. 1943.
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